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RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Congresswoman Connie Morella is a moderate Republican, and

represents a Maryland constituency which is in effect a suburb

of Washington DC.

CONNIE MORELLA:

My judgement on the Clinton Administration is that it's still

trying to find its way - trying to find its way in terms of getting

experienced people to offer the guidance that an Administration

relies on; dealing with a President who is a fast learner and

who cares, but who cannot seem to focus on any one issue or

one, any one area.

And as a result it has become an Administration that is doing

more fellowship rather than leading - and I think that's a, a 

major problem.

My advice would be, "Mr. President, you can't do it all alone, but

you do have some incredible resources that you should be

listening to - and therefore you should be acting accordingly as

the leader, not relying on this Congress right now to simply

follow".

Another problem I think the President has had to try to

transcend is that of character.
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I don't know really what 'character' means in the minds of the

people, but it appears as though 'character' means, "We're jus t

not sure whether you are believable with regard to your

personal life, and therefore maybe tha t rubs off in terms of your

ability as President" - it's an interesting and intriguing concept

this 'character' notion.

But I think it 's an area where he does not fair well in the minds

of the public.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Those were the views of Republicans jus t getting used to their

majority s ta tus in Congress after decades in opposition.

Henry Waxman is a liberal Democrat whose constituency

includes Hollywood and Beverly Hills.

He was in the forefront of health care reform, but is now

languishing in opposition.

He sees the same problems with Clinton but with perhaps a 

greater degree of sympathy than his Republican opponents.

HENRY WAXMAN:

I th ink the Clinton Administration has tried to respond to

important problems in this country, but they've had a difficult

t ime getting support behind such initiatives like the heal th care

reform, and they got very little credit for some of the things they

did do with the public - who hasn't quite realised t ha t there
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have been a significant accomplishments and tha t the

Administration is fighting for a lot of important things t ha t the

American people do support.

I think the Clinton Administration does deserve some criticism

for the fact tha t they have seemed so disorganised, t h a t the

President couldn't seem to stay on track and moved from one

issue to another so tha t people didn't really pay enough

attention to the fact tha t he was trying to move in certain

directions - they seemed to think tha t he was trying to take on

more than he could handle.

And then the constant personal attacks against the

Administration registered far more successfully t h a n they might

otherwise because the President left himself so vulnerable.

I th ink the Clinton Administration's gotten a lot of advice from a 

lot of people and they're responding well to tha t advice - t ha t the

President 's schedule has been changed so t ha t he can have more

of a focus of, on whatever he's trying to, message he's trying to

get through.

They've given him more time to be able to contemplate and

think through options, ra ther than be forced from one issue to

the other.

I th ink the job of being President of the United Sta tes has got to

be an incredibly tiring one because you're moving from one crisis

to another, from one issue to another, trying to manage an

Administration as well as a Government as well as an economy

as well as the US role in international affairs.
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And the President has got to delegate responsibility, have a 

management system that will allow him to do a job that is

almost impossible.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

So most of the people I spoke to appear to agree that the

President fully understands all the issues, which is a striking

change from some of his predecessors; that he's very personable

but he's also unfocused - tends to listen to whoever was with

him last, and so on.

What can he do about it?

I asked the academics first for the advice political science can

offer the President?

James Thurber again.

JAMES THURBER:

I have been invited to the White House to work with the

legislative affairs office to build better relationships with the

Hill, not as a Clinton advocate but just as a scholar.

And basically what I have said, and others have said, is that he

needs to simplify the agenda that he has and build a coalition

that is moderate and in the middle with Republicans as well as

Democrats - a hard thing to do in the House of Representatives,

easier in the Senate these days.
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He needs to have a strategy theme and message that 's clear and

consistent over time - the way he did in the Campaign in 1992

which was, "It's the economy, stupid, and also health care".

He focused on those two big issues, and he drove through the

Election so tha t people understood that .

And I think in governing, Clinton has done the same thing.

So my advice to Clinton is, "Keep it simple, focus on what ' s

important to America" - which happens to be crime at this point,

but they also are very upset with government generally and so

his promise of change, and the promise of change from the

Republicans, is very important.

Beyond change - some people don't know what kind of change -

but it's important to be perceived and actually change the

government.

And also I th ink the White House has too many individuals

tha t have not had a lot of experience in government - young

people, and he needs to sort of clean that up a bit; the bottom

line in there is that he needs to have a central core of authori ty

in the White House with himself reinforced by the Chief of Staff

- and he doesn't have it.

There are many cores of authority in the White House and

therefore there are miss-cues and miss-communication going on.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

What advice would Chuck Jones, at the Brookings Inst i tute ,

give the President.
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CHUCK JONES:

Let me preface my response to tha t question by saying tha t

presently he's in the weakest position of any First Term

Democratic President in this Century.

So it's not easy for a political scientist or anybody else to say,

"Well, what he has to do is what Wilson did or what Roosevelt

did or what Truman did".

He started off in a relatively weak position with 43% of the vote

shored up by the enthusiasm for him, but this past Election has

put him in a really so far behind in the race to have some

influence in Washington.

So what do you do under those circumstances? - you're playing

with an extremely weak hand.

One great advantage tha t the President has is of course the

veto.

Problem with this President is he hasn ' t vetoed anything.

He's gone longer than I th ink practically any President in th is

century without vetoing anything.

When I think most political scientists would agree tha t

Presidents are effective where they have identified their

priorities - and if it is a veto strategy those priorities then

become to be signals both to the Republicans and to his own

party on Capital Hill.

So that 's what he's got to do - and he's beginning to do tha t .

He's emphasising education policy, he's emphasising a tax-cut

policy tha t again is oriented toward education, so tha t he's
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beginning to form a relatively coherent domestic strategy tha t

will at least inform others about the point at which he would

veto - all of tha t I think is an intelligent way to go about it.

RICHARD MAIDMENT:

Clearly the half term report on the Clinton Administration

reads 'Can and must do better'.

But perhaps one of the problems tha t any President has to

confront is tha t the American electorate suffers from what

psychologists call 'cognitive dissonance': t ha t is, the electorate

holds equally dear values which do not sit together easily.

American voters want tax cuts and reduced government at the

same time as wanting all the services government has provided

for the last few decades.

I asked the politicians how any President can deal with this?

Democrat Henry Waxman again.

HENRY WAXMAN:

I th ink the American people have been pandered to by so many

politicians tha t have promised them things tha t they cannot

deliver, tha t the American people, one: have developed

tremendous cynicism about their public officials 'cos they know

that 's happening and, secondly: they've come to believe

diametrically opposed positions tha t cannot be brought forth

and accomplished.


